A sensitive spectrofluorometric method for detection of berberine hydrochloride using Ag nanoclusters directed by natural fish sperm DNA.
A novel DNA-directed AgNCs (DNA-AgNCs) was synthesized with economical raw material (natural fish sperm DNA) through a simple and rapid approach, and it first showed high and stable fluorescence emission as a AgNCs stabilized by natural DNA at about 635nm. Moreover, its emission intensity could be enhanced tremendously in acetic acid (HAc) medium. Whereas, when berberine hydrochloride (BRH) entered the solution system, it would interact and combine efficiently with DNA on the surface of AgNCs, which could lead to subtle change of charge distribution on its surface, and make it more lyophobic, inducing aggregation of DNA-AgNCs. As a result, fluorescence of the system was quenched visually; the process represented a color variance from yellow to hot pink under HAc medium, then back to yellowish-brown when BRH worked. Based on above phenomenon, a selective and accurate spectrofluorometric method for BRH detection was established. It can be applied to detect trace amounts of BRH in aqueous solution in the linear range from 1.0nM to 2000.0nM; and the detection limit (3σ/k) was 0.3nM, which is pretty lower compared to most reported spectral methods. Simultaneously, a semi-quantitative determination by visual evaluation from 5.0nM to 2000.0nM was also achieved. This method provided excellent selectivity for the detection of BRH in the presence of ten kinds of common natural amino acids and nine kinds of common mental ions. Furthermore, the BRH content in compound berberine tablets from drugstore was successfully investigated by this method and the results showed high accuracy.